
 
Little Yarra Steiner School is situated on Wurundjeri Country. We respectfully 
acknowledge the Wurundjeri Woiwurrung People of the Kulin Nation as the Traditional 
Custodians of the lands on which we work, learn, and play, and pay respect to their Elders 
past, present and emerging. We are honoured to share in the continued care of this land, 
with its wetlands and river, its stones that sleep in the depths of the Earth, its plants and 
trees that reach for the Sun, and all the creatures that know it as home. We respectfully 
acknowledge the ancient and enduring culture of those who have walked this land in the 
past, which will continue to enrich the lives of our community into the future. 

 

26 July 2022 



 

Dear Community, 
 
Winter has its very own special charms that are enhanced by frost and snow. 

Some of my fondest memories are the winters I encountered in Europe as a young child. 

There was the magic of the sun's rays turning the snow into a sparkling field of crystals, 

snowball matches and building snowmen in our village; the gentle, quiet fall of the 

snowflakes forming a soft white blanket on everything around and most of all the deep 

silence on walks through snow filled forests. On walks we’d encountered bare bushes with 

tiny frozen teardrops adorning them like decorations on a Christmas tree and there was 

a rush of excitement as we would tentatively step on the surface of a frozen lake, 

wondering whether the ice was thick enough to carry us yet. 

In our beautiful valley there is also much diversity of beauty to enjoy during winter. 

The nearby snow fields of Mount Donna Buang and Mount Baw Baw provide the 

winter wonderland magic; there are frosty mornings where the open fields are 

covered with a sheer blanket of frost glistening in the morning sunrise and then the 

midday sun can still infuse us with warmth and provide the much-needed vitamins for 

our well-being. 

Did you know that going for a walk in nearby Redwood forest, breathing in deeply the 

scent of the terpenes not only makes you calm and cheerful? They can also activate the 

body’s cells to reduce the stress hormone cortisol which strengthens the nervous system 

and lowers blood sugar and blood pressure levels. The coniferous forest, with its lack of 

variety, is particularly good for states of exhaustion caused by overstimulation.  

How lucky we are to have such a health benefit treasure on our doorstep. 

Wishing you a winter-wonder filled July and August. 

Warm regards 

Sonja 



 

Little Grey Bandicoot 
Children's Song 

 

We have a little visitor, 
He comes to us at night, 

And walks about the garden 
When the moon is shining bright. 

 

(Chorus) 
I'm sure I saw him here! 
I think I see him there! 

He moves, he hops, he jumps away! 
A little grey bandicoot. 

 

We send no invitation, 
We do not bid him come, 

He doesn't care, he hops about 
As if he were at home. 

 

(Chorus) 
 

When Mother rakes the borders clean, 
And makes them trim and neat, 

He writes a little pattern 
Upon them with his feet. 

 

(Chorus) 
 

 

 
 
 

When Father plants a fruit-tree rare 
And treads the earth around, 
He nibbles at the tiny roots 

And pulls them from the ground. 
 

(Chorus) 
 

Sometimes we hear his chattering call, 
And then we slyly creep 

And hide behind a bush or tree 
To try to get a peep. 

 

(Chorus) 
 

He's very sharp, he knows we're there, 
Although we make no noise, 

For bandicoots have better ears 
Than little girls and boys. 

 

(Chorus) 
 

So while we stand and gaze around, 
Someone is sure to say, 

"Why, there he goes," and then we see 
He's hopping far away. 

 

(Chorus) 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Little Grey Bandicoot is sung to the tune of A-hunting We Will Go. It was written by 

Maybanke Anderson (1845 - 1927) and published in Australia Songs for Australian 

Children (1902). 

https://www.mamalisa.com/?t=es&p=2420&c=116
http://nla.gov.au/nla.mus-an6396812
http://nla.gov.au/nla.mus-an6396812


Where Has Father Sun Gone? 
A STORY BY CHRISANTHI MCMANUS • AUSTRALIA 

         NE COLD FROSTY MORNING a young wallaby was looking for 
something to eat.  But the grass was frozen, so he couldn’t eat that. 
And the leaves were frozen, so he couldn’t eat them. Even the earth 
under his feet was frozen and that made his toes cold. The young 
wallaby looked up at the sky. Father Sun was not high overhead in the 
sky; Father Sun looked far away. “Father Sun is going away,” the wallaby cried. “I’ll never be 
warm again.” And little wallaby began to cry—“Boo Hoo Hoo.”  

 
Just then a bush mouse came scurrying by. “Why are you crying, little 
wallaby?” asked bush mouse. “Father Sun is going away,” little 

wallaby cried. “I’ll never be warm again.” “Oh,” cried bush mouse, “I don’t want Father Sun to go 
away.” And she sat down next to little wallaby and began to cry too. “Boo hoo,” cried little wallaby. 
“Boo hoo,” cried bush mouse.  

The crying woke an old wombat down in his burrow and he 
came out to see what the matter was. “Why are you crying, 
little wallaby and bush mouse?” asked old wombat. “Father 
Sun is going away,” cried little wallaby and bush mouse, “and 
we’ll never be warm again!” “Oh,” cried old wombat, “I don’t 
want Father Sun to go away!” And he sat down next to 
wallaby and bush mouse and began to cry too. “Boo hoo,” 
cried the wallaby. “Boo hoo,” cried bush mouse. “Boo hoo,” cried old wombat.  

The crying was so loud that a lyre bird couldn’t hear himself sing. “Why are you crying, little 
wallaby, bush mouse and old wombat?” asked the lyre bird. “Father Sun is going away,” cried little 
wallaby, bush mouse, and old wombat, “and we’ll never be warm again.” “Oh,” cried lyre bird, “I 

don’t want Father Sun to go away.” And he sat down next to little wallaby, bush 
mouse and old wombat and began to cry too. “Boo hoo,” cried little wallaby. “Boo 
hoo,” cried bush mouse. “Boo hoo,” cried old wombat. “Boo hoo,” cried lyre bird.  

 
 

 

O 



 

A wedge-tailed eagle flying high in the sky heard the 
commotion and swooped down to see what the noise was 
about. “Why are you crying?” asked the eagle, “What’s the 
matter?” “Father Sun is going away,” cried little wallaby, 
bush mouse, old wombat, and lyre bird, “and we’ll never be 
warm again.” And they all began to cry once more.  

“Why don’t you ask Father Sun to come back then?” said eagle. “Oh,” said little wallaby, “I’d 
never thought of that.” “Oh,” said bush mouse, “Neither did I.” “But how?” asked old wombat, “I 
can’t fly.” “Yes, how?” asked lyre bird, “The sun’s too high.” And they all looked at the eagle. “But 
you can fly high.” So eagle set off to ask Father Sun to come back.  

All the animals watched as he flew higher and higher in the sky until he was just a tiny speck. Then 
they watched as he came closer and closer back to the ground. “Did you see him?” asked little 
wallaby. “What did he say?” asked bush mouse. “Will he come back?” asked old wombat.  “Tell 
us,” said lyre bird. And so the eagle told them that he had seen the sun and brought back a 
message for them. “Father Sun is coming back. If you look around the bush you’ll see his light in 
the little golden balls of the wattle blossom and they will let you know that he is on his way.” And 
that made the animals happy because they could see the golden wattle all around them and they 
knew that they would be warm again soon. 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The End  
   

 



 

MUSIC REGISTER  
Instruments for Sale 
Term 3 – 2022 

VIOLIN 
¼  size “Suzuki” violin, with case and bow. Good condition. $140. Marilena 0448 995 538 

½ size violin, with hard case & shoulder rest. $40 ono. Olesia 0403 763 953 

½ size, “Joseph Violti” violin, hard case, shoulder rest, bow, $99, Susan 0400 980 463 

½ size Chinese student violin for $65. Malini 0491 641 693 

¾ size “Chamber 2 student” violin, bow and case. Good condition. $150. Marilena 0448 995 538 

¾ “Prelude Stradivarius copy”, Chinese handmade instrument. Comes with a hard case, bow and shoulder 
rest. The violin case has a crack, could be mended, sound is very good as it is. $200. Kelly 0414 391 039 

¾ size “Chamber Student 101” violin, with bow and case, $400. Ingrid 0415 261 932  

Full size 4/4 “Huxley” violin, with bow and case. Good condition. $60. Marilena 0448 995 538 

Full size “Chamber Student” violin, with bow, chin rest and hard case. Good condition. $300.  
Rachel 0427 726 969 

Full size 4/4 “Prelude” violin. Copy of Stradivarius. High quality, very good condition. Comes with bow 
&case. Valued at $2500. Selling for $1500. Aladdin Jones 0490 123 199 or Tessa Priest 0405 390 348.  
 

VIOLA 
¼ size “Raggetti” viola, good condition. Obligato strings. Good bow and shoulder rest. Nice mellow tone. 
Light weight hard case. $250 negotiable. Damien 0418 622 647 

13 inch “St Antonio” viola. Very good condition with a new shoulder rest and hard case. A new bow is 
needed. $150. Dana 0418 210 656 

14 inch “Chamber” student viola with shoulder piece and bow. Excellent quality including case. 
$500. Contact Murray 0458587942. 
 

CELLO 
½ 1/2 size cello, in perfect condition, only needs to be tuned. $600.00. Contact Sheila on 0427720802. 
 

½ size cello- Hofner- beautiful sound. $900. Includes recently purchased new bow and a hard 
case.  Contact Liz: 0419 774 566 

½ size Chamber student cello and bow. Comes with a soft case, in good condition except for some surface 
scratches, $550. Contact Natasja 0498 266 385. 



3/4 Chamber Student Cello Model with bow (approx. 3yo instrument) Beautiful sounding Cello. Used by 
intermediate player: playing grade 4. Purchased and set up by Nic at Bows for strings Glen Waverley. 
Hard case included. Case has partial broken zip. Still perfectly usable. $750. Lisa 0410692929 
 
 

DOUBLE BASS 
Large ¼ size double bass with soft case and bow, excellent condition, professionally set by the wonderful 
luthier Nicholas at Bows for Strings, $1000 ono, Glenn 0434 006 089 

WOODWINDS 
“Yamaha” YAS-26 Alto Saxophone, gold lacquer. 2 years old, perfect condition. Has 1 year warranty left 
on it from Ozwinds in Ormond, $1300. Dan 0402 726 750  

OTHER INSTRUMENTS 
Trombone - good condition. Soft case & mouthpiece included. $195. Contact Liz: 0419 774 566 

Full sized red piano accordion, excellent condition, with hard case. $400. Kim 0417 312 602 

If you wish to add an instrument for sale, please email details to sweetporridge@lyss.vic.edu.au.  Once you 
have sold or bought an instrument through the Music Register please advise us via email and we will remove 
the item from this list. 
 

Please note that music teachers are happy and able to view or value instruments being purchased by LYSS 
students during their child’s individual lessons or after hours in consultation with the child’s music teacher. 
Please do not leave instruments for inspection or collection by a potential buyer at the music department or 
school office as we cannot ensure the instruments’ safety and have limited storage room.  

 

mailto:sweetporridge@lyss.vic.edu.au.


 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Community Creations 
This page is a space for ideas and creations from the 

school community to be shared. Contributions welcome, 
email to sweetporridge@lyss.vic.edu.au 

 

  

   
    

White 
 
What is the colour white? 
If not a colour, what is the noise? 
Noise of white 
Or white noise 
Children laughing 
Or pointing at an empty space 
Which is the way that children see the sky? 
Is it white 
It is white 
Is white all that there is if the colour cannot be imagined? 
But what if not white but noise 
What if white noise fills the colour that isn’t recognised? 
What is the colour white? 
 
(Anonymous contribution by a LYSS student) 
 



Foreign Languages in the curriculum 
(www.waldorf-resources.org) 
 

Primary classes 1-4 
The pedagogical approach to this subject in Steiner schools entails introducing 

the pupils to foreign languages in the early year. The idea is that they be 

immersed in the living, active world of the target language right from the 

start. They speak rhymes, sing songs, play games and follow simple instructions – all in the foreign language, there 

is no direct teaching as such. The atmosphere of the lessons should be as unforced and natural as possible. The 

teacher gives the children friendly encouragement and engages them in activities, without consciously directing 

their attention to the learning of particular words or grammatical structures. This means that in the early years 

translating things into the children’s mother tongue is not necessary. The aim is to create understanding in the 

foreign language through active participation. 

Although learning takes place in this imitative, participatory way with no intention on the children’s part, the 

teacher, of course, has a clear idea of what they should learn, and takes them into certain areas of vocabulary. These 

include every-day experiences in the classroom and at home, greetings, modes of address, familiar every-day 

activities, parts of the body, clothes, sense-perceptions such as light, colour, warmth, health, the seasons, times of 

day, days of the week, months, types of weather, familiar professions, animals, plants and other natural phenomena. 

With all this the children are learning a range of sentence structures – including active and passive – in various 

tenses, in a purely oral manner, in other words, rather like the unconscious way they learn these structures in their 

mother tongue. Competent speakers – the teacher and possibly also fellow-pupils – provide a framework for the 

child’s language development by always using what is already familiar as a springboard for learning new words and 

structures. Learning the foreign language is thus situational and grows out of the authenticity of a particular context. 

This is why children often know much more under the direction of their teacher in the familiar surroundings of 

their classroom than when they are confronted by the foreign language in another setting. The class becomes its 

own learning community. 

In grade 4 the children are introduced to writing and reading foreign languages. At first they use texts which they 

already know by heart – little poems, prose texts or individual sentences. This is a fitting way to go about it: once 

it’s internalised, the written form will have living content. The “glove of literacy” fits, and precisely mirrors, the 

“hand of orality”. Once writing and reading become more fluent, the children can be gradually introduced to age-

appropriate literature which they haven’t spoken before. The ultimate criterion is not as an aid to learning particular 

grammatical structures or elements of vocabulary (this principally applies to texts used all the way through school). 

Rather, the important thing about the chosen text is that it corresponds to the children’s phase of emotional and 

cognitive development and engages their interest. What is decisive for the students’ motivation and progress in 

becoming competent in the language is the authentic character of the reading material and its relation to the 

“affective dimension” of learning. Authenticity and the element of feeling are also important in classroom 

conversations and other activities. Little plays and scenes can also make an invaluable contribution here. 

To be continued….next edition: the middle school (classes 5-8) 

http://www.waldorf-resources.org/


The Importance of Warmth in Early Childhood 

By Heather Church  

At birth, a child leaves the warm watery world of the womb and enters the earthly world. They meet the 
realities of life. We provide them with everything they need for the growth of their physical, emotional, and 
social development which will continue well into early adulthood. Warmth is a key to supporting a healthy 
life.  Warmth is the essential ingredient for the development of a child and continues to be essential for all of 
life. The most obvious place we see warmth is in the warming of the physical body, yet it is only one of the 
aspects of warmth. There is also emotional warmth, the warmth of love, generosity and true 
morality. Warmth weaves itself throughout human experiences and without warmth, we cannot change or 
transform.   
 

All aspects of warmth wove throughout my childhood. It provided me with endless opportunities for growth 
and discovery in the world of nature. My brothers and I spent our childhood outside from the beginning of 
our lives. We loved being in the natural world and our parents had deep respect and relationship with the 
natural world.  In these northern locations, there were four distinct seasons throughout the year and our 
clothing changed to meet the seasonal forces of nature. Nothing deterred us from being outside! We had 
snowmobile suits, big wool sweaters, hats, mitts and boots lined with wool felt liners in the winter to keep 
the snow and cold on the outside. Blue hoodies tied tight in the spring would keep the blackflies at bay. We 
ran barefoot all summer long; a part of our daily routine was scrubbing the pitch off our feet before bed!   
 

How fortunate I was to have a childhood in such magical natural spaces, to have been surrounded by warmth 
on all levels, physical, love and generosity of heart by my parents.  All aspects of warmth wove through my 
growing up and well into my adult life.  It was experienced, not taught.  This experience became a way of life 
for me as a parent and wove itself into my work with young children and with adults.  I can give warmth 
because I was given warmth from birth onwards.  I can now observe that my own children have grown the 
capacity for living and giving warmth in their lives.  Warmth is a gift that keeps on giving. 
 

If warmth is the key to healthy development, how do we know when there is enough warmth? Once upon a 
time, we had a kind of intuition about warmth.  In our time it is our task to learn about and understand what 
creates warmth, what maintains warmth and what keeps us warm enough to be actively participating inside 
and out. When it comes to physical warmth, science has researched nature and imitated it to make clothing 
that is “like” wool or cotton but more durable and long-lasting. The focus of science has not been to maintain 
warmth. We create clothing from three main sources, animal fibres, plant fibres and minerals. All fibres have 
their place creating clothing we need to be comfortable inside and out. If you are seeking warmth, wool is 
ideal. 
 

When a child is born the sense of warmth is undeveloped and grows over years through care and experience 
of feeling warmth, over being warm. Parents and caregivers provide the warmth that is required. How do you 
know when is a child warm enough? A good indication of being warm enough is when little hands and feet 
are as warm as the heart. Warming the core of the body allows the heat to flow outwards to those 
extremities. On average it takes between nine and twelve years to develop a sense of warmth. If we are able 
to care for the development of warmth until around this age, the child can then begin to know when they 
need more or less clothing to maintain a healthy sense of warmth.  They will carry this inner wisdom forward 
into their entire lives.  



Craft Activity  

Starting Seeds 
Materials 
Egg carton(s) and eggs (optional) 
Potting soil 
Watering can 
Spray bottle 
Seeds 
Seed labels (optional) 
Tray or shallow container to place carton in 
Spoon or hand trowel 
 
Instructions  
Fill egg carton or eggshells with soil, leaving a small amount of space at the top. This can be 
fun for children to do with a spoon or hand trowel. Once you have your carton or eggshells 
filled with soil, water the whole carton until the soil is saturated and the cardboard is 
damp. Children can do this with a shower function on a hose, watering can, or using a spray 
bottle.  

Make small shallow indents for seeds and gently place a few seeds in each shell or space in 
the carton. Cover the seeds with a thin layer of soil. A good rule of thumb for depth is twice 
the width of the seed, so for most it's quite shallow. If you plant different kinds of seeds 
you can label them to be able to later identify what they are. Place the carton on a tray or 
container and find the sunniest/warmest spot possible in your house to keep them.  

You can keep the lids of the cartons closed until the seeds begin to germinate, checking 
daily to water and see the sprouts emerge. If you have a fluorescent growing light you can 
set it up over the seeds once they germinate. Once the sprouts emerge you can gently cut 
the lid away and discard.  

Children can use the spray bottle or watering can to care for the seeds daily. Once the 
plants have grown strong you can cut the carton apart and transfer plants into your garden 
or larger pot. Gently crack the egg and plant all together. The calcium from the shall is a 
wonderful nutrient and fertilizer for the soil.  

Tips and Notes 

• Use organic potting soil and seeds whenever possible. 

• Keep soil moisture close to the amount of a wrung-out sponge. Ideally not too 
saturated or dried out for long periods of time. 

• Keeping the carton lid closed during germination will help keep in moisture and 
warmth for the seeds to sprout. 

• You can use ice-cream sticks to label the cartons. 

 

 
 

 

Recipes or Craft Activities 
Got a good one to share? Please email to sweetporridge@lyss.vic.edu.au  

mailto:sweetporridge@lyss.vic.edu.ausf


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  

 

 
 

 

 

 

  
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

  

Children’s Books / Parent & Educator Literature 

 This acclaimed guide to children's physical, psychological, and spiritual 
development is now available in a fourth revised edition. Combining up-to-date 
medical advice with issues of development and education, this is a definitive guide 
for parents. If you've ever wanted a deeper understanding of your child's illnesses, 
or to take a more holistic approach to your child's health, this is the book for you. 
As well as comprehensively covering medical issues, it's also about parenting 
techniques, education, spirituality and play―a truly integrated approach to all 
aspects of raising healthy children in the broadest sense. The authors based their 
theory and practice on more than twenty years of experience in the children's 
outpatient department of the Herdecke Hospital in Germany, which follows 
anthroposophic principles.  
The first section covers childhood ailments and home nursing. The second part 
looks at the healthy development of children and how to create the best 
conditions for them. The authors go on to examine issues of development and 
education, and their consequences for later life. Throughout, the book is extremely 
practical, with example situations of conflict and crisis presented, along with 
possible solutions. It includes medical and health practices in North America, 
Southern Africa, Australia, and New Zealand, as well as the UK and Europe.  
The fourth edition includes updates on treatments for tonsillitis, croup, sunstroke, 
and head lice, as well as possible complications arising from measles and 
ultrasound scans. The section on vaccinations includes the latest 
recommendations and has updates on measles, meningococcal and HPV. There is 
also a new section on electromagnetic pollution, including mobile (cell) phones and 
UHF and SHF radio frequencies, and their effects on respiration, the immune 
system, and fertility. 
 

The woodland gnomes are excited to visit their cousins the mountain gnomes. Their journey takes them through 
the cold forest and over snowy hills, with the help of a sledge pulled by squirrels. When they finally arrive at 
their cousins' icy home there's fun to be had -- snowball fights, tobogganing and a delicious feast with the 
elegant Winter Queen. Available in English for the first time, this classic and enchanting winter tale is beautifully 
illustrated by renowned German artist Ernst Kreidolf in a style reminiscent of Sybille von Olfers. 
 

Publisher  :  Floris Books; 1st edition (15 October 2017) 

ISBN-10  :  1782504370 

ISBN-13  :  978-1782504375 

Reading age  :  4 - 7 years 

 



 

 

 

 

 
  

LYSS Community Advertisements 
Please consider support for businesses from our school community when you next need a product/ service. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“A doll is an image of a human being 
and is therefore the toy most suited to 
develop and enliven the self-image in 

the growing child.” Freya Jaffka 
– Toymaking with Children 

 

 
 

Liz Mynes is a mother of two boys in our 
school who makes beautiful dolls. Liz would 
like to offer them for purchase to our school 
community. Each doll is made of natural 
fibres and often comes with a little wardrobe 
set. There are many varieties and Liz is happy 
to talk about making something to your 
specific needs. If you'd like to gift a child with 
one of these dolls, please contact 
Liz  lizmynes3357@gmail.com. 

 

mailto:lizmynes3357@gmail.com


 

 
 

 

LYSS Community Advertisements 
Please consider support for businesses from our school community when you next need a product/ service. 



  

Sweet Porridge edition - Term 3  2022 

Closing date for submissions 

TERM 3 2022 

Friday  19 August 
 

 

Date of Publication 

TERM 2 2022 

Tuesday 23 August 
 
Email sweetporridge@lyss.vic.edu.au    

Advertising Rates for Sweet Porridge 

Small ad – 25 words                          $ 3 
Business card size or 100 words    $ 6 
Quarter page     $ 10 
Half page    $17 
Full page    $30 
Community Notices          Free of Charge 
All year            by arrangement 
or at the school Office.  Please email all content to          
sweetporridge@lyss.vic.edu.au     

mailto:beansandbananascoop@gmail.com
mailto:sweetporridge@lyss.vic.edu.au
mailto:sweetporridge@lyss.vic.edu.au


 
 



 

 

 

 
 

We have some great markets to enjoy in the Upper Yarra. Pop on down, support locals and connect with your 
community. Please check market websites for updates as market schedules may change due to weather.  
 

The Valley Market Warburton 

1st Sunday 

11am-3pm 

Thomas Avenue, Warburton 
 

 

 

  

 

Warburton Community Market 

2nd Sunday 

9am-2pm 

St Mary’s Anglican Church, Warburton  

Upper Yarra Community Market 

2nd & 4th Sunday 

8am-2pm 

Car Park adjacent to Recreation Reserve,  

Yarra Junction  

Millgrove Community Market 

3rd Saturday and 5th Sunday 

7am – 3pm 

Memorial Park Reserve near CFA, Millgrove 

 

https://vic.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e5121508315e3111fb61dcf89&id=40ad5a6c31&e=897c7dbc8f
https://vic.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e5121508315e3111fb61dcf89&id=39b071aa33&e=897c7dbc8f
https://vic.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e5121508315e3111fb61dcf89&id=9e0f982d4d&e=897c7dbc8f
https://vic.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e5121508315e3111fb61dcf89&id=f8efca23e0&e=897c7dbc8f


 



Creamy Turmeric Lentil Soup 

 

 

 

 

A warming, cleansing and nourishing soup, perfect for cold winter days when we need a bit more 
immunity boosting. 

Ingredients 
• 1 tablespoon Olive Oil (or try coconut oil to enhance the coconut flavour) 

• 1 medium brown onion, diced 
• 3 carrots, peeled and diced 
• 3 stalks of celery, diced 
• 4 garlic cloves 
• 2 teaspoons turmeric 
• 2 teaspoons cumin 
• 1 teaspoon smoked paprika 
• ⅛ teaspoon red chilli flakes or fresh chilli 
• 1 cup lentils (whichever colour you prefer; the green ones work well) 
• 4 cups broth (homemade vegetable broth is preferred, but if you’re not vegetarian, you can use 

chicken or fish broth for different flavours. Beef stock is likely too heavy for this recipe.)  
•  2 cups spinach, kale, or greens of choice 
• 1 can coconut cream 

Directions 
1. Heat oil in large pot. Add onion, sauté for 3 minutes.  

2. Add carrots and celery, and sauté until veggies are slightly soft about 5 minutes.  
3. Add garlic and spices, cooking until aromatic, about 1 minute.  
4. Add lentils and broth. Bring to boil, then reduce heat to 

simmering, cooking uncovered for about 25 minutes or until 
lentils are soft. 

5. Add greens and coconut cream and stir until incorporated. 

This is a very versatile soup. As written, it is vegan, though you can 
add meat or animal products if you like. Squash and capsicum 
would be a great addition too. You can also replace the onion with 
leek or add lemongrass for a Thai flavour. Add coriander and lime 
juice for some last-minute freshness. Double or triple portions and 
share with family, friends or anyone who needs some nurturing.  



   



  

Hello Little Yarra Community! 

We are a family of four, currently in the process of relocating 
from Heidelberg to the Yarra Valley. Rodolfo is a park ranger 
who has just transferred to work in Woori Yallock. I (Brooke) am 
an artist and yoga teacher and went to a Steiner school myself! 
Uma is five and will be starting prep next year. Asha is two. We 
currently come up to playgroup every Monday morning which, as 
I am sure you can imagine, is quite a schlep! We were wondering 
if anyone in the community might have some kind 
accommodation (caravan, studio, cabin, even a spare room!) 
which we could stay in some Sundays to ease the commuting. 
We have totally fallen in love with the area and look forward to 
becoming a part of this wonderful community.  

Warmly, 

Brooke, Rodolfo, Uma and Asha.  
Brooke 0423 487 233 
Email: brookefenner@gmail.com 
 
 

mailto:brookefenner@gmail.com


 

EMU SKY EXHIBITION 

Date: 15 Feb - 31 July 2022 
Time: 10:00am to 4:00pm  
Host: Museums & Collections 
Location: Old Quad 
Cost: Free 

Curated by Barkandji woman Zena Cumpston, Emu Sky endeavours to forefront and illuminate Aboriginal 
voices and perspectives. Centred around explorations of Aboriginal knowledge, science, language and land 
management practice, Emu Sky refers to the dark nebulae that appears in the night sky in the shape of an 
emu across South-eastern Australia and beyond. This feature in the sky is central to ecological, spiritual 
and cultural practices of many diverse Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander groups across Australia and 
tells a powerful story of the importance of Indigenous knowledge of Country, as well as demonstrating 
how this knowledge is held and transmitted. 

Through detailed research, art and storytelling this exhibition is a sustained interrogation of the western 
lens through which Aboriginal scientific endeavour has been historically perceived. The Emu Sky exhibition 
tells its stories through art, with more than 30 Aboriginal community members coming together to share 
their culture, knowledge and artistic practice. 

Opening hours: 
Tuesday - Friday 10am to 4pm 
Saturday 11am to 4pm 

The exhibition is a collaboration between CAUL Hub, Science Gallery Melbourne and Ian Potter Museum 
of Art. Open now and free to visit at Old Quad on University of Melbourne’s Parkville Campus. 



 

Melbourne Rudolf Steiner Seminar 
Full-time and part-time courses in Rudolf Steiner Education  

 

Part-time certificate courses. Each evening we have a movement or artistic activity, supper and then a 
lecture/discussion. The evening also offers an enjoyable social experience. These are non-accredited 
courses. Enrol for these courses on-line at: www.steinerseminar.com 

 
• Nourishing Early Childhood (Certificate), which explores the life of the very young child from 0-7. 

Duration: 1 year. 

• Understanding Child Development and Rudolf Steiner Education (Certificate), which considers child 
development and education during the Primary years. Duration: 2 years 

• Rudolf Steiner High School Education (Certificate) 

• Biodynamics (Note: this will be offered from 11:00am – 3:00 pm on a Thursday, subject to numbers). 
 

Full-time accredited Steiner Teacher Training course: Advanced Diploma in Rudolf Steiner Education 
(course code 10527NAT) This is an accredited course, offering a rich and comprehensive grounding in 
the picture of the human being given by Rudolf Steiner in the first year, with a focus on the pedagogy 
and curriculum given in Steiner schools in the second year. VET Student Loans and Austudy are available 
for eligible students. This course offers a pathway to a Bachelor of Education at the Australian Catholic 
University, Deakin, and Charles Darwin universities. Information: Ph. 03 
98765199:    office@steinerseminar.com   Address: Melbourne Rudolf Steiner Seminar, 37A Wellington 
Park Drive, Warranwood, 3134 

Trees are evocative symbolically and ‘for real’ as important 

members of our communities. We are learning of the 

communication that Trees radiate underneath and above our earth. 

To reach out and to care for trees is an empowering capacity that 

we can develop with the children in our lives. In this workshop you 

will learn how to make a nourishing covering for the favourite trees 

in your life. We will discuss different ways to ‘sculpt’ fruit trees for 

maximum access to the fruit. 

 

Wednesday 27th July 7.30pm on Zoom AEST 

 

Sandra Frain is well known in the biodynamic community for the dynamism, growth, radiance and love she brings 

to so many children, parents and educators through her work with plants and people and their connection with the 

spiritual world. 

For bookings visit https://events.humanitix.com/tree-care-the-healing-way 

http://www.steinerseminar.com/
mailto:office@steinerseminar.com
https://events.humanitix.com/tree-care-the-healing-way


Finding Your Path Through 
Modern Day Parenting 
 
 

 

 

‘Finding Your Path Through Modern Day Parenting’  is offered to support parents, whether you are 
setting out to create a family or have an established family of many years.   We explore answers to 
questions such as: 

How can we support a sense of well-being in ourselves and in our children?  

How do we create a home environment and a family life that promotes salutogenesis–the creation 
and origins of holistic health– physical, emotional and spiritual? 

How can we be truly ‘at home’- in ourselves, in our family home, in the community and in the world? 

Cheryl Nekvapil and Rob Gordon will give a series of talks over two terms on the developing nature 
of childhood and adolescence, ways health and well-being  can be developed and fostered, and ways 
we can encourage deep connection with one another, the natural and social world. 

Parents, playgroup leaders, nannies, early childhood and primary teachers will all find this course 
helpful. 

 



New Music Studio - Of Birds and Monuments 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date:  Friday 26 August 2022 

Time:  7:30pm - 8:30pm 

Host:  Faculty of Fine Arts and Music 

Location: Hanson Dyer Hall (313), The Ian Potter Southbank Centre (880) 

Cost:  Free 

New Music Studio presents a unique collaboration between staff from the Melbourne 
Conservatorium of Music, Faculty of Fine Arts and Music, the Wilin Centre for Indigenous Arts 
and Cultural Development and Boon Wurrung Foundation. 

This concert features a world premiere by faculty composer and musicologist Linda Kouvaras, 
whose work is a major piano sonata using recorded sound by Dr Alsop (Victorian College of the 
Arts), with text by senior Boon Wurrung elder and founder of the Boon Wurrung foundation 
N’arweet Carolyn Briggs, to be narrated by Head of the Wilin Centre, Tiriki Onus. The ‘Herring 
Island Piano Sonata’ evokes ‘lost’ and ‘contemporary’ landmarks, sites and historical stories from 
within a 5km radius of Herring Island in the Yarra, tied together with music depicting endangered 
animal life from the various locations. 

ARTISTS 

Piano - Coady Green 
Saxophone - Justin Kenealy 
Narrator - Tirki Onus 
Sound - Jane Hammond & Roger Alsop 

 

https://events.unimelb.edu.au/finearts-music/


  



 

Beautiful views, 4 bedrooms & on a sunny 1655sqm block 
The split-level home has 4 bedrooms & 2 bathrooms, the master bedroom having the best view in the home     

looking out to the mountain views and comes complete with a large walk-in robe, full spacious ensuite and doors 

onto the decking which is an amazing spot, the outlook is just stunning! Inside has a great open plan kitchen with 

a huge amount of storage, and an adjacent dining area. Large lounge with a crackling wood fire and split system 

if required for those extra chilly days. An additional sitting room certainly gives you plenty of room for entertaining 

or larger families to have their own space. A north facing block with plenty of gorgeous sunlight, lovely established 

gardens, fruit trees, and the potential awaits to make the most of this sunny location and create a huge veggie 

patch in great size yard at approx. 1655 sqm, you can meander around in all whilst enjoying your peace and    

serenity which this property provides. A double carport completes this neat package. 

 

Contact: Rebecca Doolan 0401 832 068        
 

   19 Lithgow Avenue, Warburton                   $780,000 -  $820,000  

 



 

12 secluded acres with Self Sufficiency Appeal 

All the ingredients in place to become self-sufficient, perfectly nestled on 12 picturesque acres with Slaty Creek        

meandering through the property, this renovated timber haven sits centre stage in readiness for those who appreciate 

seclusion amongst nature.  Discover an exclusive sanctuary boasting an idyllic, unsurpassed lifestyle highlighted by  

provincial inspired kitchen with an original combustion stove, family room with crackling Coonara, chic family        

bathroom with a luxe clawfoot bath and views from every room to the lush landscape that envelopes the home with 

wide verandas to sit, sip and take it all in.  Also features hydronic heating, ample tank water and solar/generator    

power, fully enclosed greenhouse and large lock up 4 car garage. 
 

 

Contact: Leah Bannerman 0448 924 266  
 

  Gladysdale                                            $890,000 — $970,000 
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